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Abstract. A path following control strategy is proposed, which consists of speed active
disturbance rejection nonlinear feedback controller, heading BPNN backstepping sliding-
mode controller and integral Serret-Frenet line-of-sight (SFLOS) guidance law. When a
ship is sailing, it often deviates from the predetermined track due to the disturbance of sea
wind, waves and currents. In this paper, firstly, an accurate 4-DOF ship dynamic mod-
el is established, including the external disturbances. Then, active disturbance rejection
speed controller which adopts non-linear extended state observer (NLESO) to estimate
sum disturbance, and heading backstepping sliding-mode controller in which back prop-
agation neural network (BPNN) is used to fit the nonlinear function in the model are
designed. On this basis, anti-windup integral SFLOS guidance law is designed to compen-
sate the negative influence of ocean current and sideslip on ship track tracking. Finally,
the results of simulation and ship model experiment show that the ship path following
control strategy proposed in this paper has excellent stability and performance.
Keywords: Ship path following, Integral SFLOS, Extended state observer, BP neural
network, Sliding-mode control

1. Introduction. In recent years, with the continuous exploration of the ocean, the prob-
lem of ship path following control has gradually become one of the important directions
in the field of ship control. Ship track control is of great significance for transportation,
communication, construction, rescue and other tasks. The disturbance of wind, wave and
ocean current is one of the main reasons for ships to deviate from the scheduled route
[1]. In addition, underactuated and nonlinear characteristic and parameters uncertainties
also bring great difficulties to the study of ship maneuverability [2].

At present, the indirect path tracking control method is widely used [3], which uses
guidance law to calculate the desired heading (and sometimes the speed) according to the
tracking error, and then use a controller to control the heading and speed. Line-of-sight
(LOS) guidance law has been widely used in this field, which is proposed by Fossen in [4].
Integral LOS (ILOS) proposed in [5,6] can compensate tracking error caused by constant
ocean current. Then, in [7], adaptive integral LOS (AILOS) was presented, which can
estimate ocean current vector and compensate it, and backstepping heading controller
based on RBFNN was designed. Improved adaptive integral LOS (IAILOS) can estimate
not only ocean current vector but sideslip angle and eliminate tracking error caused by
them, which was proposed in [2,8]. In addition, fuzzy logic system is used to compensate
dynamic uncertainties and external disturbances, and backstepping attitude and speed
controller combined with tracking differentiators are designed.
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In Section 2, a 4-DOF ship dynamic model has been proposed for control strategy
design and simulation. In Section 3, speed active disturbance rejection nonlinear feed-
back controller and BPNN heading sliding-mode controller is designed. According to the
drawbacks of ILOS, AILOS and IAILOS, anti-windup integral LOS guidance law which
can prevent integral saturation is proposed. Moreover, in Section 4, the simulation and
ship model experiment result shows the practicability of the ship path following control
system. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper.

2. Ship Motion Mathematical Model. NED coordinate system and body coordinate
system are often used in the study of ship maneuverability to represent the position and
attitude of the ship, which are represented as {n} = (xn, yn, zn) and {b} = (xb, yb, zb) in
Figure 1, respectively [8,9].

Figure 1. Reference system and some variables

Usually, the study of ship maneuverability needs to take surge, sway and yaw into
account, while ignoring the effects of roll, pitch and heave. In this paper, the effect of roll
is also taken into account to evaluate safety and comfort. The influence of ocean currents
is also considered. Therefore, 4-DOF kinematics equation is as follows:

ẋ = ur cosψ − vr cosφ sinψ + Uc cosψc

ẏ = ur sinψ + vr cosφ cosψ + Uc sinψc

φ̇ = p

ψ̇ = r cosφ

(1)

where ur = u− Uc cos (ψc − ψ), vr = v − Uc sin (ψc − ψ).
Pérez and Blanke presented a 4-DOF ship dynamics mathematical model including

surge, sway, yaw and roll in [10] with hydrodynamic derivatives, which was based on the
experiment results of roll planar motion mechanism facility of Danish Maritime Institute.

m (u̇r − vrr − xGr
2 + zGpr) = Xhyd +Xprop +Xcs +Xext

m (v̇r − zGṗ+ xGṙ + urr) = Yhyd + Yprop + Ycs + Yext

Ixxṗ−mzG (v̇r + urr) = Khyd +Kprop +Kcs +Kext

Izz ṙ +mxG (v̇r + urr) = Nhyd +Nprop +Ncs +Next

(2)

where m is the mass of the ship, Ixx and Izz are the moment of inertia of the ship around
the xb axis and the zb axis respectively, xG and zG are coordinates of ship’s center of gravity
in body coordinate system, the subscripts hyd, prop, cs, ext represent hydrodynamic force,
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propeller force, rudder force and external disturbance force, respectively. For more about
hydrodynamic force and rudder force, see [10]. This paper assumes that the propeller has
only thrust along the xb axis, that is,{

Xprop = (1− tP ) ρn
2D4

PKT (JP )n
2

Yprop = 0, Kprop = 0, Nprop = 0
(3)

where tP is thrust deduction coefficient, ρ is density of seawater, n is speed of propeller,
DP is diameter of propeller, JP is velocity coefficient, KT (JP ) is thrust coefficient.

Tristan Pérez and Mogens blanke also gave a simplified mathematical model of the
steering mechanism in [10], which is described by a first-order differential equation.

Tδ δ̇ + δ = δc (4)

with bounded rudder angle |δ| ≤ δ∗ and bounded rudder angular velocity
∣∣∣δ̇∣∣∣ ≤ µ∗, where

δ∗ > 0, µ∗ > 0, Tδ is time constant of steering engine, and δc is command rudder angle.

3. Design of Path-Following Control Strategy. In this paper, an indirect track
tracking method is proposed, and the structure of the control system is shown in Figure
2. The reference heading ψd is calculated by using the integral SFLOS guidance law
and speed Urd ∈ R+. Then, the heading BPNN backstepping sliding-mode controller and
speed active disturbance rejection nonlinear feedback controller are designed, respectively.

Figure 2. Structure block diagram of control system

3.1. Speed active disturbance rejection nonlinear feedback controller. Accord-
ing to first equation of Equation (2), and only fluid inertia force, navigation resistance
and propeller thrust are considered, while other components of force along the xb axis are
regarded as disturbances ω1, that is,

(m−Xu̇) u̇r = Xuuu
2
r + (1− tP ) ρD

4
PKT (JP )n

2 + ω1 (5)

where Xu̇ is added mass along xb axis, and Xuu is damping coefficient.
However, KT (JP ) is difficult to calculate, and when Equation (3) is simplified to a linear

function of n2 as shown below

X ′
prop = (1− tP ) ρD

4
Pkpropn

2 (6)
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and choose an appropriate value for the positive constant kprop, the thrust error ω2 =
Xprop −X ′

prop is small. The thrust relative error surface at different speeds and propeller
speeds is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. (color online) Thrust relative error surface

Considering the disturbance ω3 caused by the speed error ñ = nd − n of propeller and
the disturbance ω4 caused by the error between relative velocity Ur and relative surge
velocity ur, Equation (5) is further simplified to

(m−Xu̇) U̇r = XuuU
2
r + (1− tP ) ρD

4
Pkpropn

2
d + ωX (7)

where ωX =
∑4

i=1 ωi is sum disturbance force.
In this section, NLESO which is the core of active disturbance rejection technology,

is first designed to estimate Ur and ωX , and then, a nonlinear feedback control law is
designed on this basis.
Define the expanded state vector x = [x1, x2]

T = [Ur, ωX ]
T , system input ux = n2

d and
z is the measured value of Ur. According to Equation (7), the NLESO can be expressed
as follows: ˙̂x1 =

x̂2
m−Xu̇

+
Xuu

m−Xu̇

x̂21 + α1 (z − x̂1) +
(1− tP )ρD

4
Pkprop

m−Xu̇

ux

˙̂x2 = α2 fal (z − x̂1, η, γ)

(8)

where α1, α2, η, γ are positive constant parameters, and nonlinear function fal(x, η, γ) is
defined as

fal(x, η, γ) =

{
|x|η · sign(x), |x| > γ

x/γη, |x| ≤ γ
(9)

Define relative velocity error eU = Urd−Ur and êU = Urd− x̂1 and design the nonlinear
feedback control law as ˙̂eU = −k11atan (k12eU), so that

nd =

√
(m−Xu̇) U̇rd −Xuux̂21 − x̂2 + k11atan (k12eU)

(1− tP ) ρD4
Pkprop

(10)

where constant parameters k11, k12 ∈ R+.

3.2. Heading BPNN backstepping sliding-mode controller. Rewrite the fourth
equation of Equation (2) and equation for calculating rudder moment in [10] as

ψ̈ +H(Ur, p, r, φ, δ) = Kδ (11)

where H (Ur, p, r, φ, δ) is a nonlinear function describing steering characteristics, and K is
a constant parameter. As the expression of H (Ur, p, r, φ, δ) is hard to obtain accurately, it

is a good idea to use BPNN, which is shown in Figure 4, to estimate it as Ĥ (Ur, p, r, φ, δ).
BP neural network is usually trained by random gradient descent method, see [11] for

more. And the historical navigation data of ships can be used for off-line training of neural
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Figure 4. Structure of BP neural network

networks. When the BP neural network can well estimate H (Ur, p, r, φ, δ), it can be used
for heading control.

Define the heading tracking error ψe = ψd − ψ and sliding surface as

s = ψe + cψ̇e = 0 (12)

where constant c ∈ R+ is a design parameter, which means the rate at which ψe converges
to zero. Consider the Lyapunov function V1 = s2/ 2 and its derivative is V̇1 = sṡ =

ψ̇d+ cψ̈d− r+ cH (Ur, p, r, φ, δ). Design the virtual control law as ṡ = −k21s− k22sign(s),
where k21, k22 ∈ R+ are design parameters, so that V̇1 = −k21s2 − k22s

2/|s| < 0 and the
virtual control variable can be obtained as

δ′ =
[
ψ̇d + cψ̈d − r + cĤ (Ur, p, r, φ, δ) + k21s+ k22sign(s)

]/
(cK) (13)

Define the rudder angle error as δe = δ′ − δ. According Equation (4) and Lyapunov
function V2 = V1 + δ2e/ 2, design the control law as follows

δc = Tk3δ
′ + T δ̇′ + (1− Tk23) δ (14)

where k23 ∈ R+ is a design parameter, so that it can be obtained that V̇2 = V̇1−k23δ2e < 0.

3.3. Integral SFLOS guidance law. In this section, an integral SFLOS guidance law
that can compensate for current disturbance and sideslip is proposed which can guide the
ship to follow a curve path desired, which is as shown in Figure 5. The desired path (xp, yp)
is determined by the parameter θ, and path direction angle ψp = atan2 (∂yp/ ∂θ, ∂xp/ ∂θ).
The following error is defined as{

xe = (x− xp) cosψp + (y − yp) sinψp

ye = − (x− xp) sinψp + (y − yp) cosψp

(15)

Design the update law of θ and desired heading

θ̇ = [Vr cos (ψ − ψp) + kθxe]
/√

x2p′ + y2p′ (16)

ψd = ψp + ψint − atan (ye/∆) (17)

where kθ ∈ R+ is a design parameter.
The disturbance of ship position caused by sideslip and ocean current is mainly in the

low frequency band, so the following integration term ψint can be used to compensate for
the disturbance on track tracking

ψint =

∫
g(ye)dt (18)
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where |ψint| ≤ ψ∗
int and

g(ye) =

{
ye, |ye| ≤ y∗e
0, else

(19)

are used to prevent integral saturation.

Figure 5. Integral SFLOS guidance law

4. Simulation and Experiment Result. A container ship is selected as the simulation
object, Lpp = 230.66 m and ∇ = 46070 m3. The initial conditions for simulation are
(x0, y0) = (0, 300), Ur0 = 8 m/s and ψ0 = 45◦. The direction and speed of ocean current
are Uc = 1 + 0.5 sin(2πt/3600 + π/3) m/s and ψc = 75◦. The significant wave height
h1/3 = 2.2 m and the wind speed Uw = 12 m/s. And the desired speed Urd = 12 m/s.
In this paper, two control strategies are used for simulation. Strategy 1 is the control

strategy proposed in this paper. And strategy 2 uses PID heading controller, PID speed
controller and SFLOS guidance law. The simulation results are shown in Figures 6-10.
As illustrated in the simulation of Figure 6 and Figure 7, both control strategies can

make the ship converge to the desired path. However, control strategy 1 converges more
rapidly, and eliminates sideslip and ocean current disturbance more effectively than control
strategy 2, so the tracking error is smaller. According to Figure 8, speed active disturbance

Figure 6. Ship track
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Figure 7. Tracking error

Figure 8. Relative velocity and propeller speed

Figure 9. Heading and rudder angle

rejection nonlinear feedback controller has shorter setting time than PID controller, and
the transition process is smooth without overshoot, but the fluctuation of propeller speed
is larger than that of PID controller because the propeller eliminates the disturbance
observed by NLESO. And as shown in Figure 9, Heading BPNN backstepping sliding-
mode controller can make the ship track the desired heading better than PID controller.
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Figure 10. Estimates of ESO and BPNN

Figure 11. Ship model used for test

Figure 12. Ship model path following test
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Figure 13. Ship model test tracking error

In order to better verify the performance of the control strategy proposed in this paper,
a ship model with GPS and compass, as shown in Figure 11, is used to do a navigation
test in the Songhua River whose Lpp = 6.5 m and ∇ = 0.9 m3. The desired speed Urd is
set to 0.4 m/s. In Figure 12 and Figure 13, obviously, the actual trajectory of the ship
roughly coincides with the desired path, and the tracking error is kept within 8 m.

5. Conclusions. In this paper, a strategy that can effectively realize ship track control
is proposed. The simulation result shows the availability and good control performance
of the presented strategy. Ship model navigation test also shows the practicability of the
control strategy.

Because most of the factors that cause the ship to deviate from the path are slow time-
varying, and the integral term is very effective for low-frequency interference, so it has
broad prospects for development. However, the dynamic process is easy to deteriorate due
to integral terms, so some improvements are still needed.
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